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The two have a fight which results in her joining Waverly's group. Additionally, Stitch goes to the tent of Dr. Konishi also makes a cameo appearance. Stitch escapes from the tent to be rescued by Gantu and Lakitu. Gantu and Lakitu try to convince Stitch to return to the tent but he refuses. During the conflict, Gantu is knocked out and Gantu, Lakitu, and Stitch leave
to find Epcot at night. During the morning, Gantu returns with the group to search for a meeting place with Waverly. Meanwhile, Waverly, Riku, and May unwillingly search for Gantu and Stitch. Waverly and Riku find Stitch and Gantu, but Waverly and Riku return to their party to search for May. They find May, who is captured by other otters, with May fighting
off the otters with a sword. Gantu and Stitch free May and the group returns to the tent. There, they have a meeting with Waverly and the others who are still too hesitant to use the Name Tag. In the evening, the people are ready to use the Name Tag and Waverly's friends arrive. At the meeting, Stitch learns that Waverly has gone missing while Waverly's friends have
followed him to the secluded area. However, this is discovered by Gantu and Lakitu, who attack and release a cloud of gas into the tent. Stitch, May, Gantu, and Lakitu escape the tent while the gas prevents Waverly's friends from following them. Gantu and Lakitu run into a group of otters and attempt to use the Name Tag on them. One otter responds and attacks
Stitch, but he is saved by Riku. The group continues on the path of the Name Tag. Gantu and Lakitu fight the otters until Stitch, Riku, and May reach them. After Gantu and Lakitu save the group, the otters retreat. Gantu and Stitch run back to the tent while May helps Waverly and his friends reunite. The group concludes their search and find the secluded area where
Waverly was found, but Waverly has vanished. After a long search, 2d92ce491b
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